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Every student receiving an Erasmus+ STUDIES grant has to submit a UU report as well. Writing the UU report is one of the 
university’s conditions to receive and keep the grant. Only after submitting this report your Erasmus+ grant will be 
awarded definitively.  
 
Your report will be made available (anonymously) to UU students preparing an exchange or research period 
abroad. Not all of them are Dutch-speaking, therefore we prefer to receive reports written in English. 

 
Please use Tab to go to the next (text) box. 

family name       

first name       

student number       

e-mail address 
optional; only if you don’t mind students preparing for study abroad contacting you directly  

     @      

faculty/college Geosciences 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD  

name study programme Human Geography and Planning 

 
destination city & country Dublin, Ireland 

name university abroad  Trinity College Dublin 

start date 12 / 01 / 2016  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 27 / 05 / 2016  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 
 

You are requested to write on the following topics. Text boxes will expand automatically while typing! 

PREPARATION 
exchange application process 

My application process was best described to as impulsive. After finding out how young I was, and yet, about to 
graduate, I immediately signed up for an exchange programme (a few days before the deadline). This was by far 
the best decision I had made in 2014. The application process is simple: just get the approvals and write a nice 
letter was enough, of course expressing huge enthusiasm. After applying, nothing much happened until one day I 
was in the bus and received the e-mail that my application status changed to "accepted (…) at trinity college"! I 
cannot describe the warm feeling I had back then, it was definitely nice but strange: I would go and live 
somewhere else for 6 months. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

 Utrecht University supported my whole erasmus exchange better than I could have imagined. Hereby again a 
special thanks to Mirjam van Deutekom and her colleagues to make this exchange possible for me. 

academic preparation 

I was a bit worried that the level of education at trinity was too high for me but upon arrival I immediately 
found out that I could keep up with the classes easily. The integration of the English language in Utrecht's 
courses is enough to become familiar with the way they teach at Trinity. 
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language preparation 

or the best preparation, in our student house we decided to speak English and English only on Mondays. 
Furthermore, I did some research on Dublin on where to live and via Facebook I found a room one month 
before my departure. 

finances 

Yes, finances. As a financial preparation, I ofcourse applied for the erasmus grant. I was lucky that my flight 
tickets were unbelievably cheap (ryanair, €30). Furthermore, applying for the reimbursement for public 
transport is definitely worth filling in 1 simple form. With that and just a small amount I had to lend I was able 
to finance my stay. 
 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 
study programme (content and organisational issues) 

Geography and Business at Trinity College Dublin - as I would like to call it. Upon arrival, I had to re-choose the 
courses that I wanted to follow. It turned out that some courses are spread out over the whole year, those 
courses can't be entered. Because of my interest in urban geography, I've found a fourth year (pre-master) 
course on the City as the Social Space: a course that focussed on different theories about social classes in the 
city. The second 4th year course I entered was about development in Africa. For the business side of my choice, I 
did one first years course on how to start a start-up, and one course about the importance of design in the 
success or failure of a company. Both really useful and practical courses which I really enjoyed doing. 
 
As for the organisational issues: there were a lot. At Trinity College, the administration is bad; sometimes 
registrations don't come through, or it is unclear which topics you want to study. My advise: go and see the 
academic registry a lot in the first week, let them tell you exactly what to do as this just relieves you from a lot 
of annoyance.  

academic quality of education activities 

The academic quality of courses at trinity college dublin is quite high. A course is very diverse and offers a lot of 
mandatory and optional reading. Next to discussing the readings, field visits are often part of the program and 
also the projects that students have to do are relevant. For the projects, the teachers very much encourage you 
to do more with the research that you've done; not just to discard it once the course is over. TCD is famous for 
producing a lot of start-ups and entrepreneurs.  

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

The counselling and support at TCD is not that bad, though their procedures are a pain in the arts (to say it 
nicely). The Academic registry will help you (go there before 11.30 as it can be busy), but their systems are just 
a maze of unconnected platforms.  

transfer of credits 

I am not satisfied with the transfer of credits as they are still reviewing my grades. I made my last exam on the 
3rd of may, and at the moment (June 18) I haven't received my grades yet. This makes it almost impossible for 
me to transfer my credits earned at trinity onto my diploma.  
 

STUDENT LIFE 
welcome & orientation programme 

The welcome programme was enough. I got to meet my friends there but we undertook more things on our 
own. It's too bad that ESN is not at TCD but at UCD 
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accommodation 

I was very lucky to find accomodation via facebook for only 450 a month. A small room just outside Dublin but it 
is better than staying in the city center for 700 euros and more. The accomodation inside trinity is good, but 
also very expensive  

leisure & culture 

For leisure and culture, Dublin and TCD is the place to be. Sports are almost free, and almost every day there is 
something to do. Be it a nice lecture from a very well-known entrepreneur or a holi-colour festival, you will get 
every notification of every event on your tcd e-mail. 

suggestions/tips 

You clearly have to be open-minded when going to Dublin. The best bar is Diceys and for food go to flannagans 
or mongolian BBQ. I have tried it: there is no way you can speed up their procedures so just go with the flow, 
don’t expect much from the academic registry and best of luck in finding a room: try facebook first. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

Yes and no. If you want a clear expectation of what you will be doing, choose another university. If you want to 
be in a very motivated college situated in a very vibrant city: Dublin's TCD is the place to be.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

For additional advice, you can always contact me via facebook (facebook.com/lucbaardman) or e-mail 
lucbaardman@gmail.com. Best of luck, 
 
LB 
 

Save this UU report for your own records and send it as attachment to verslagen.internationaloffice@uu.nl 
within 30 days after finishing your study abroad period and in ANY case before the final deadline!  
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